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Summary

Introduction

Wheat is a key food source both for humans and

The global population is growing, and it is estimated that

animals, but the modern varieties are reducing in genetic

it will reach nine billion by 2050. There is an increasing

diversification. Introducing genes from related species

demand for cereals, both as a food source and as feed

could increase its resistance to pests and diseases, and

for animals(1). As wheat is among the three most important

increase crop yields. Improvements in next-generation

food sources and the main cereal crop for temperate

sequencing (NGS) and our understanding of wheat’s

climates(2), increasing the yield of wheat crops will be very

complex genome will help the process to identify

important(3).

molecular markers for useful wheat characteristics, to
improve this development of novel wheat cultivars.

Modern bread wheat has a complex genome – it is
allohexaploid (AABBDD), formed by introgression

Kompetitive Allele Specific PCR (KASPTM) genotyping

between the diploid (DD) genome of Aegilops tauschii

technology is a one-step system that can validate SNPs

and the tetraploid (AABB) genome of Triticum turgidum(4).

(single nucleotide polymorphisms) that have been

Modern wheat has lost a large proportion of its genetic

identified by NGS, and is particularly suited to use with

diversity(5), and introducing genes from its wild relatives

polyploid species. Researchers led by the University

could increase stress, pest and disease resistance(6).

of Bristol used KASP to validate varietal SNPs mined

Finding and using molecular markers such as SNPs will

from UK and European cultivars of wheat. The SNPs

enable precision breeding of important desirable traits.

were derived from a publicly-available wheat expressed
sequence tag (EST) database and unique sequences
generated by the team using NGS.
The team created the first large scale assembly of
genotyping and genetic map information for elite UK
wheat varieties based on individual SNP markers, and
were the first to demonstrate the use of KASP-based
technology to genotype wheat cultivars and generate a
extensive linkage map. The research goes on, to find
more SNPs in areas where the information is sparse.

This application note describes the use of KASP
genotyping technology from LGC to validate varietal SNPs
mined from UK wheat germplasm(7).

The map positions of the different SNP marker
types were investigated to determine whether any
bias in genetic location was introduced by using
co-dominant SNP assays in two double haploid
(DH) mapping populations developed from UK
cultivars Avalon x Cadenza (A x C) and Savannah
x Rialto (S x R). Of the 3214 SNP markers developed
to date, 2109 were identified as polymorphic
between Avalon and Cadenza, of which 1807 were
placed on the Avalon x Cadenza map.

‘KASP genotyping technology is a one-step system that can validate
SNPs that have been identified by NGS, and is particularly suited to
use with polyploid species.’

Materials and methods
Plant material
For SNP genotyping, the researchers selected 23 different
wheat varieties to represent the UK wheat germplasm,
harvesting and freezing the root and leaf tissues at six
weeks.
Preparation of normalised cDNA libraries
For NGS, the researchers extracted and purified total

Importantly, the cycling conditions were the same for
every SNP assay:
• 15 min at 94°C
• 10 touchdown cycles of 20 sec at 94°C
• 60 sec at 65–57°C (dropping 0.8°C per cycle)
• 26 – 35 cycles of 20 sec at 94°C
• 60 sec at 57°C

RNA from root and leaf tissue of five wheat varieties

After detecting the fluorescence and analysing the data,

(Avalon, Cadenza, Rialto, Savannah, Recital) and then

the team calculated polymorphic information content

synthesised, purified and normalised complementary

for each marker, and carried out hierarchical cluster

DNA (cDNA).

analysis.

Next-generation sequencing

Genetic map construction

The University of Bristol Transcriptomics Facility

The software program MapDistro v. 1.7 was used to

processed and sequenced 5 µg of normalised cDNA

place the SNP markers into the previously established

for each variety.

genetic map derived from 190 Avalon x Cadenza

SNP discovery

doubled haploid lines. The Kosambi mapping function

Putative varietal SNPs came from two sources:

was used to calculate map distances.

• The publicly-available wheat expressed sequence
tags (EST) data from NCBI (National Center for
Biotechnology Information) – the researchers selected
213 SNPs with a high probability of being varietal for
validation.

Results and discussion

• Combining the NCBI wheat sequence data set with
the next-generation sequencing data from the five
wheat varieties sequenced as part of the study. The
resulting reference data set of 91,368 sequences was
mined for SNPs with at least two alternative bases at
a reference position.
SNP validation
For each putative varietal SNP, KASP assays (two
allele-specific forward primers and one common reverse
primer) were designed by LGC (see call out box).
Genotyping reactions were performed in a thermal cycler
in a final volume of 5 µL, containing 1x KASP Master
mix, the SNP-specific KASP assay mix and 10-20 ng of
genomic DNA.

This was the first large scale assembly of genotyping
and genetic map information for elite UK wheat varieties
based on individual SNP markers.
The mining for SNPs specifically targeted varietal SNPs
in exon sequences in order to generate molecular
markers with a potential link to QTL’s, and to include
both synonymous and non-synonymous point mutations.
SNP discovery
By screening the publicly-available wheat EST database
the researchers identified around 3500 putative varietal
SNPs in 8668 sequences. Sequencing the normalised
whole-seedling cDNA from the five wheat varieties
grown for the purpose generated 24 - 45 million, 75-base
paired-end reads for each line, and SNP discovery
led to 14,078 putative SNPs in 6255 distinct reference
sequences (2.7 megabases). This is an average of five
varietal SNPs per kilobase in the reference sequences
that have one or more SNP.
Both techniques identified a similar number of varietal
SNPs per kilobase, and matched previous work on
varietal SNPs in wheat(9; 10).

SNP validation and characterisation

The primers can be redesigned as homoeologous-

The researchers selected 1659 putative SNPs for

specific KASP primers, to discriminate when

validation with genomic DNA (213 from sequences from

homoeologous copies do or do not contain varietal

the NCBI database; 1446 from the NGS process). The

SNPs. Screening markers from this category against

NGS SNPs were selected based on their predicted

the Chinese Spring nullisomic lines confirmed that this

polymorphism level and validated using the KASP

was the case in 26 of 28. As intravarietal homoeologous

genotyping platform on 21 hexaploid wheat varieties,

SNPs normally account for around 74% of all SNPs in

with a diploid and a tetraploid variety.

wheat(10), this suggests that these data sets have been
enriched for varietal SNPs. However, as the process is

Of these 1659 SNPs, 1114 (67%) were polymorphic

time- and work-intensive, this is probably only useful

between the different varieties. This conversion rate

for specific projects, such as investigating homoeologs

of around 67% from the KASP system is relatively

tightly linked to specific loci of interest.

high for a complex polyploid species(11), but still has
potential to be increased using primer design and PCR

475 (29%) failed to generate a useful amplification

optimisation if necessary. 70 (4%) were monomorphic

signal, and this could be improved by using optimised

in the hexaploid varieties, but polymorphic between the

PCR conditions and alternative primers.

hexaploid varieties and the diploid and/or tetraploid,
which suggests that these markers represent intravarietal
homoeologous SNPs.
Figure 1: Distribution of PIC of SNPs among the 23 wheat varieties.

The polymorphism information content (PIC) values for

and no significant differences between markers from

the validated markers were 0.08-0.975, with an average

different genomes or homoeologous groups (Figure 1).

of 0.300, comparable to other results from wheat

(11; 12)

,

Figure 2: Genetic relationships between the 23 wheat lines screened with 1114 KASP probes.

Hierarchical cluster analysis suggests possible genetic

based on linkage group information, suggests that

relationships between the 23 lines (Figure 2).

the relative positions of ancestral markers have been

Genetic map construction

altered through chromosomal rearrangements.

This study produced the first SNP-based linkage map,

Some SNPs were similar to sequences in the NCBI

based on 500 transcript-linked varietal SNPs and 574

non-redundant protein sequence database but mapped

existing markers. The total map length is similar to maps
previously created(13; 14; 15) using a variety of markers, and
showed similar map lengths for the A, B and D genome.
There was a significant difference in the distribution of
markers between the three genomes, and the markers

to multiple regions of the genome. This suggests that
KASP-based genotyping has high enough levels of
sensitivity to map individual paralogous genes in a
complex polyploid genome such as the wheat genome.

were not evenly distributed between the homoeologous

Conclusion

chromosome groups, with markers clustered around the

According to the researchers, this is the first report of

centromeres, particularly on the A and B chromosomes.

a public linkage map for hexaploid wheat containing

There were fewer SNP markers on the D chromosomes,

several hundred individual SNP markers, and the first

both compared with the A and B chromosomes and with

demonstration of KASP-based technology to genotype

other marker studies. This is probably because SNP

wheat varieties and generate a linkage map.

markers target genic regions, and this reflects the lack of
genetic diversity in modern wheat varieties. Future SNP
discovery studies should target the D chromosomes to
counterbalance this lack of diversity(12; 16).
The researchers compared the genetic map locations
of the 500 SNP loci with their predicted map location
based on physical mapping experiments. Overall,
the correlation was relatively high, and is useful for
identifying and mapping deletions. Discrepancies, for
example SNPs mapping further apart than expected

Creation of the linkage map took 102,220 individual
KASP reactions, using 538 probes on 190 plants.
The reactions were carried out within 24 hours, using
simple microplate technology, and read with a standard
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)capable plate reader. The team behind the study is
confident that this could lead to fast and cost-effective
genotyping of thousands of plants with a large and
flexible number of markers.

The next step will be to find more SNPs, particularly
focusing on the D genome and the homoeologous
group 4 chromosomes, which would make genomewide association studies (GWAS) possible in wheat.
This project has also shown that it‘s not just the SNP
markers that are important, but also the information
associated with these, such as the surrounding
sequences. This additional information means that
the SNP data can be used in a variety of genotyping
platforms, now and in the future. Making this
information freely available will provide the power
needed to develop new varieties of wheat and meet
the global food needs in the future.
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KASP chemistry: How it works
The Kompetitive Allele Specific PCR (KASP) genotyping
system, is a PCR-based genotyping technology. The
KASP assay uses just two components, along with the
test DNA carrying the SNP of interest:
• KASP Assay mix – two different, allele-specific
competing forward primers with unique tail sequences
and one reverse primer
• KASP Master mix – the universal FRET cassette
reporter system, Taq polymerase, dNTPs, ROX
passive reference dye, and MgCl2 in an optimised
buffer solution.

Key benefits
Simplicity
- Accuracy >99.8% based on independent assessment
- Industry leading SNP and InDel assay conversion rate
Flexibility
- Flexible primer design, increasing the chance of
creating a successful assay.
- Supports low-, medium- and high-throughput studies
- Platform independent and compatible with most qPCR
machines and FRET capable readers.

The primers are unique to each assay and are not
labelled. The labelled FRET cassette reporter system,
part of the Master mix, includes the label.
In the first round of PCR, one of the allele-specific
forward primers matches with the target SNP and, with
the common reverse primer, amplifies the target region.
In the second round of PCR, the complement of the
allele-specific tail is created.

In subsequent rounds of PCR, the levels of the allelespecific tail climb. The FRET cassette reporter, with the
quenched fluorescent dye, is complementary to the tail
sequence, and therefore binds to the tail. This means
that the dye is no longer quenched and a fluorescent
signal is generated, which can then be measured.

Cost
KASP uses a universal reporting system where labelled
components are present in the master mix; this eliminates
the need for expensive labelled assay-specific primers or
probes.

KASP Assay mix

KASP Master mix

Sample
DNA

KASP assay

Key words: PCR, genotyping, fluorescence, allele-specific, polyploid.
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